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Question # 20: Please comment on how the instructor's teaching helped your learning of the material in this course. Please give serious thought to
your comments. Your comments will be studied by the professor after the grade and performance evaluation of your work have been submitted and
may be used in changing future offerings of the course. In addition, these comments are placed in the instructor's file and may be used for purposes
of evaluating the instructor's teaching. The information collected will remain anonymous.
I really enjoyed that lectures felt like regular lectures even in an online format. I had fun in every meeting talking about Mexico's politics but also
culture, history, and society. You and Andrew Ivey make a great team! Thank you so much for one of the best summer class experiences ever!
Although limited to online lectures, professor Igor was able to provide engaging content, handpicked material, and guest lectures who were able
to provide and explain their work. He also included a hybrid approach in pre- recorded lectures and in class meetings.
Igor was a really helpful instructor overall! He would always make sure we understood the material, he welcomed all questions, and explained in
a way that wouldn't be difficult to understand. I liked how he would constantly compare Mexico with other countries, and would use examples to
compare and better understand the political situations in Mexico. His lectures were also informational and the readings and assignments we had
to do for class were also helpful. I learned a lot despite having classes be switched to a remote setting.
I had waited 11 quarters to officially enroll in the course. When I found out Igor was teaching it I was ecstatic! I had only heard good things about
him and how his office hours were super informative and worth making some time for. After having taken a class with Igor, I can agree with my
colleagues that he is fantastic. His knowledge on the subject material was very helpful when answering my questions and I did not feel as
though I was being lectured at like in other courses. I actually wanted to learn, and I thank Igor for his excitment toward the subject that actually
motivated me to do research outside of the required readings.
Professor Igor’s class was great! The material taught was interesting and the guest speakers also contributed to the topics discussed.
Professor Igor made the class more interesting with his enthusiasm. He made me want to learn more and was really helpful and understanding.
The readings were interesting and went into more depth. His class was really organized and I really enjoyed the way it was taught under the
circumstances. I would recommend Professor Igor’s class to other students interested in the history and politics of Mexico. Overall 10/10!
Excellent selection of textbook and readings. Instructor is extremely informative and knowledgeable in the subject. Instructor also does an
excellent job engaging the class.
Igor has done a fantastic job teaching and providing information about the Politics of Mexico. This is my second course with Igor and have
nothing but fantastic things to say about him. He is very clear, coherent, understanding, and patient with each and every student. Additionally,
he has challenged each of us by providing brief Research Assignments. Thank you for all your hard work as well as Andrew Ivey's! I look
forward to taking another class with Igor.
Igor was a very knowledgable instructor in this course. He was always open to our thoughts and was more than happy to clarify any questions
we had, whether they be about course logistics or course content. Although it was an online learning environment, Igor managed to keep
students connected to the course content by implementing recitation sections where we discuss any questions regarding the course. The
assignments I feel were very appropriate and I was able to learn a lot about social science writing because of them. All in all, Igor was a great
instructor that I hope to have again in the future.
Igor was an excellent instructor for this course and brought in a lot of extra supplemental material to help us solidify what we were learning. He
cares a lot about this subject and teaching it.

